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The Great Shift: 
Understanding 
and Preparing 
for the Tipping 
Points Ahead  

What is a Tipping Point?

the point at which a series of small 
changes or incidents becomes 
significant enough to cause a larger, 
more important change.
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Agenda

• Major Global Shifts
• Shifts in Demographics
• Shifts in Structure
• Shifts in Attitudes
• Using Polarity Management to Deal with Change
• Some Closing Thoughts
• Q&A

Change Comes
In Many Different
Forms
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Movement 
To
Cities

Exponential
Tech
Acceleration
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Changing
Age
Demographics

An
Interconnected
And
Interdependent
World
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Partner Exercise
Pick two of the four 
disruptors and 
describe its potential 
impact on K-12 
education: both 
challenge and 
opportunity. Urbanization, tech acceleration, aging world,

Interconnections/interdependence 

Shifts in Demographics
Aging World, Economic Gaps, Changing 

Workforce, Gen Z in the Classroom
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Flat or Declining
School-age
Population in
Much of the
World

Wealth Growing
Among the
Very Rich
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Diversity Needed in 
Classrooms

Research shows that diverse 
classrooms, in which students 
learn cooperatively alongside 
those whose perspectives and 
backgrounds are different from 
their own, are beneficial to all 
students because these 
environments promote 
creativity, motivation, deeper 
learning, critical thinking, and 
problem-solving skills.

Effect of 
Demographic
Changes on
Workforce
Worldwide
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Hiring will
Become More
Difficult as
Talent Market
Gets Tighter

The New Gig Workforce: 
The End of the Traditional Career?
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Talent Shortages:
Data & Tech Positions
Will Be the
Hardest to Fill

Workplace 
Loyalty 
Decreasing

If you had a choice, how 
long would you stay with 
your current employer
before leaving to join a 
new organization or do 
something different?
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Work Cultures Must Reorient for Millennials/GenZ

The Role of Continuous Learning in the Workplace
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Gen Z
Engages in
Different Ways

They Have
Different Expectations
Which Will
Influence
Choice of Schools
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Rising Concerns
About
Anxiety,
Depression &
Suicide

The Positive &
Negative
Effects of
Technology
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Educator Sexual 
Misconduct
Brings New Concerns
About Student Safety

Shifts in Structures
Tech Acceleration, New School Models, The Crowd
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Growing Demand for English-medium K-12 
International Schools

2
9

• 6.3% year-over-year growth in number of schools
• 9,605 English-medium K-12 international schools 

worldwide

• 7% year-over-year growth in enrollment 
5.1 million in total student population worldwide 

ICEF Monitor, “Annual Survey Finds Continued Growth in International Schools,” (Sept. 5, 2018)

Indicator of global mobility
“20% of [international school] students are the children of expatriate families who are seeking a school 
offering the language of learning and curriculum from their home country. However, the vast majority of 
international school students today are the children of local families choosing, what they consider to be, 
the best possible education close to home to prepare their child for university overseas and global careers.”

Many US Independent
Schools 
Experiencing
Enrollment Declines
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Educational Model

✓ Student as Driver
✓ Move away from lectures
✓ May not have “traditional” 

teachers
✓ Project-based learning
✓ Very-focused
✓ Fewer support structures

Business Model

✓ Lower tuition
✓ No fundraising
✓ Less physical plant
✓ Centralized administration 

✓ Leverage technology
✓ For-profit investments
✓ Network of schools

New School Models

Blurring Boundaries—Home Schooling, Bricks & Mortar, Community 
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Private School with Global Ambition –
Whittle School & Studio

• An education company backed by U.S. and Chinese investors is 
launching a global private school for students ages 3 to 18, with 
the first two campuses scheduled to open next year in Washington 
and the Chinese coastal city of Shenzhen.

• Foreign-language immersion — Chinese in the United States, 
English in China —centered on mastery of core academic subjects, 
student-driven projects and off-campus learning opportunities in 
major world cities.

• Plans call for a rollout of 36 campuses in 15 countries within a 
decade. 

Global Networked Schools

Acton:
Fast-
growing
Network 
of Micro-
Schools
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New Acton Academy
Micro-School
In India

Micro-school
Teaching & Learning
Approach
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The Rise of the
World Schooling 
Family

World Schooling is
Giving Rise to
Home-schooling
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School Everywhere
• Hubs around city
• City is the campus
• App connects
• Virtual coaching and tutoring

What I Love About My School
At the end of the day, it doesn't really feel like school. I 
get to dive into the things I want to do, with adults who 
care about me and technology helping me along the 
way. Most schools make the kids jump through hoops to 
be the type of person and achieve the type of thing 
someone else thinks they should. At Ubique, I get to be 
who I am and decide what success looks like for me.

The New
Learning/
Work
Ecosystem

Source: Knowledgeworks
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New Business
Models

• Minds and Machines
• Products/Services and Platforms
• The Core and the Crowd

Tech Challenging Core Structures
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Impact of
Artificial
Intelligence

• The tasks that tap into our social 
nature are the least to be 
disrupted or replaced by 
technology
• High school coach—delivering wins 

isn’t most important; instead, it’s 
teamwork

Leverage the Social Nature of Humans
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Sesame Workshop and 
IBM will develop a new 
educational platform 
that can adapt to 
individual preschoolers’ 
learning preferences and 
aptitude levels, using 
data mining, pattern 
recognition, and natural 
language processing 
with comprehensive 
security and data privacy 
protection for a 
personalized learning 
experience that will 
complement the roles of 
parents and teachers.

AI in Education

• Digital, networked goods changing how 
we do so much. Have attributes of:
• Free
• Perfect
• Instant

• Consider disruption of media
• 1995, newspapers made 30% of revenue 

from classifieds
• Craigslist disrupted with power of free, 

perfect, instant
• “Print dollars replaced by digital dimes”

Platforms: Power of Digitization and Networking
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• Early to the space.
• Take advantage of the economics of complimentary goods 

(iPhone)—low price for one leads to increased demand for others.
• Open up platforms to a broad range of contributors.
• While they maintain openness, they also curate to deliver a 

consistent and positive experience.
• Many platforms are two-sided, with different types of customers 

on each side.
• Can bundle or unbundle to be successful.

Habits of Winning Platforms

• Uber/Lyft—disrupted traditional 
taxis because travel from one 
destination to another is 
undifferentiated
• AirBnB—staying in hotels is a 

differentiated experience; 
brought new travelers to market

Truly Disruptive vs New Market Platforms
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• Global, transparent ledger open to all with zero 
cost:
• Universities experimenting with Blockchain to 

share student transcripts
• Can disrupt big core like Amazon, Apple, Google, 

Facebook, etc.
• True peer-to-peer platform that can start to 

change the way wealth is distributed…
• people everywhere, from farmers to 

musicians, can share more fully in the wealth 
that they create as Blockchain decentralizes all 
things

Blockchain: A Game Changer

•Woolf University will issue blockchain-
guaranteed ‘contracts’ between a professor 
and student for a one-on-one tutorial.
•The tutorial can be delivered face-to-face or 
over the Internet.
•The contract (and payment) is initiated once 
the student ‘accepts’ the contract with a push 
of a button on their cell phone. 
•On successful completion (which will include 
a written essay or other assessable pieces of 
work from the student) the blockchain
registers the grade against the student record.

The First Blockchain University
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Welcome to the year 2026, where learning is earning. 
Your ledger account tracks everything you’ve ever learned in 
units called Edublocks. 

You can earn Edublocks from a formal institution or from 
individuals or informal groups. The Ledger makes it possible for 
you to get credit for learning that happens anywhere. 

Your profile displays all the Edublocks you’ve earned. Employers 
can use this information to offer you a job or a gig that matches 
your skills. 

You can also use the Ledger to find investors in your education. 
Since the ledger is already tracking income earned from each 
Edublock, you can offer investors a percentage of your future 
income in exchange for free learning hours. 

Blockchain
In Education

Prasad Ram, makes the argument that what 
education needs is a Google Maps for education. 
What he means by that is services that start by 
“locating the learner,” or understanding the position 
of a learner relative to her learning goal before 
suggesting the best pathway to help that learner 
achieve that goal.

Such tools must also accommodate a variety of other 
pathways depending on the actions and needs of the 
learner—just as Google Maps can accommodate a 
variety of routes to a destination once it knows 
where you are and dynamically change the route 
based on what you actually do.

Personalized
Learning:
Education’s
Biggest
Disruptor?
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• Core—dominant, traditional 
organizations (pre-internet), e.g., 
libraries
• Crowd is opposite of the core: huge, 

diverse, uncontrollable, and often 
messy
• Core is still useful and relevant, but the 

rise of platforms and global networks is 
making the crowd a formidable force
• Crowds can be brought together to 

build highly useful products (Linux, 
Wikipedia)

Power of the Crowd

Crowdsourcing
Global 
Challenges
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• Brainstorming around 
an impasse
• Validating ideas before 

executing
• Leveraging creative 

talent
• Microvolunteering
• Fund-raising sprints

Crowdsourcing in the School World

Themes of Change by 2025

1. Digital interwoven into daily  life
2. AI, augmented reality, wearable devices & 

big data make people more aware
3. Social and business interactions shaped by 

virtual reality and telepresence
4. Environment & structures become 

intelligent and expand our knowledge 
about them

5. Disruption of business models established 
in the 20th century: 
• An Internet-enabled revolution in 

education will spread more 
opportunities, with less money spent on 
real estate and teachers.
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Partner Exercise
Look at what is high and 
low on your map. Discuss 
the placement and the 
implications for your 
school today and five 
years from now.

What is the most 
important action for your 
school to take today?
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Shifts in Attitudes
Sharing Economy, Parental Attitudes, Social Media

Welcome to the 
Sharing Economy

“Access is the 
New Ownership”
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Is It Time to 
think about 
Different 
Ways for 
Families to 
Participate in 
our Schools

Understand 
Parent
Struggles
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A JTBD is the progress that a person or company is 
trying to make in a particular circumstance. 

It includes an understanding of the functional, 
emotional, & social characteristics of the desired 
outcome the consumer is trying to achieve. 

What is a JTBD?
This Progress is Defined by…

Context

Hiring/Firing 
Criteria

Struggling 
Moment

Forces of 
Progress

Desired 
Outcome

Trade-offs in 
Hiring Criteria

The context of the situation the consumer is in

The moment of struggle that leads a consumer to 
begin looking for a new solution

The causal mechanisms that move people towards and hold 
them back from choosing a new solution to a struggling moment

The dimensions that tell consumers how well a 
product/service solves or doesn’t solve their problems

The metrics customers use to measure success when 
getting a job done

What consumers are willing and not willing to give up 
when hiring a new product/service

Why do Families Choose to Enroll in Independent Schools?

Job 1
Help me help my child 
overcome obstacles

Job 2
Help me fulfill my 

child’s potential in a 
values-aligned 

community

Job 4
Help me realize my 
plan for my talented 

child

Job 3
Help me develop a 

well-rounded person 
who will impact the 

world
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• Job 1: Help me help my child overcome obstacles

JTBD Statement: When the school is failing my child, either academically or by not providing a 
safe learning environment, help me find a school that will address those obstacles so I can ensure 
that my child will not fall further behind and will eventually thrive in school.

What this Job is MORE about:

• Leaving the current school because it is not helping
• Reassuring the parents that the school has the capability 

to help their child thrive

• The child having had a bad experience in school before
• Solving a problem quickly or addressing the situation 

immediately
• Preventing the child from falling further behind or 

continuing to struggle to learn

What this Job is LESS about:

• Having a plan or knowing the plan for the child
• Having a school that is close to home (within reason)
• Finding the lowest price option

• Achieving academic excellence in the “traditional sense”

• Job 2: Help me fulfill my child’s potential in a values-aligned community

JTBD Statement: When I have a child who is intelligent and emotionally mature, help me find a 
school that will ensure my child’s continued growth so he/she will fulfill his/her potential, mature, 
and be prepared for college.

What this Job is MORE about:

• The child being in an environment that fosters his or her 
growth

• Providing the child with a meaningful school experience

• Providing the child with a challenge academically and 
emotionally

• Preparing the child for college and helping him or her to 
mature

What this Job is LESS about:

• Getting the child into the best colleges (Ivy League, etc.)
• Difficulties with learning or troubled situations
• The parents’ desires for their child, regardless of what 

the child wants
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• Job 3: Help me develop a well-rounded person who will impact the world

JTBD Statement: When a school is focused almost solely on test scores and academic 
curriculum, help me find a school that will focus on my child’s social and emotional development 
so I can be sure that my child will be a well-rounded and productive member of society.

What this Job is MORE about:

• Helping the child be a “whole/better person”
• Helping the child integrate into society
• Teaching the child how to act and deal with others who 

might be different from him/her 
• The application of knowledge in the real world through 

projects, etc.

What this Job is LESS about:

• Solely academic learning or academic pressures 
• Traditional skill and drill educational methodology
• Reinforcement of a specific set of values, morals, ethics, 

etc.

• Job 4: Help me realize my plan for my talented child

JTBD Statement: When my child has talents that must be cultivated and I have a select set of 
acceptable colleges, help me find a school with an excellent academic program and outstanding 
reputation so I can ensure my child gets into one of the select set of schools and fulfills their 
potential.

What this Job is MORE about:

• Getting into the best colleges
• Highly educated and motivated parents who believe 

education is important for their child

• Schools that have top rankings on a national basis
• The reputation the school has in the local market

• Schools that can demonstrate high matriculation rates to 
the most selective colleges

• The school being part of the parents’ plans

What this Job is LESS about:

• Social and emotional well-being, unless that is required 
for success

• The child making his/her own decisions

• Having a diverse environment
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Using Polarity 
Management to Deal 

with Change

What is a Polarity?

A polarity is  a dilemma that is 
ongoing, unsolvable, and involves 
ideas that appear to be opposing. 

Polarity management involves moving 
from seeking solutions to challenges 
(either/or thinking) and embracing the 
two “rights” (or poles) that need to be 
most effectively managed. 
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On the other hand, the Tradition 
Bearers see these crusaders as 
“naïve dreamers” and want to 
preserve what is working well in the 
present and not march into 
unknown chaos.

The Crusaders are those who 
see a problem with the status 
quo and are anxious to move out 
of that into a new reality. In 
doing so, they tend to have one-
dimensional thinking, focusing 
only on the upside of the change 
they are advocating and the 
downside of the current reality.

Crusading vs. Tradition Bearing Forces

A focus on what 
we do best
Skilled faculty in 
current arena
Parents support
current program
Outcomes 
known

Mission Market

Out of touch with 
market
Stagnation
Value prop not in 
line with societal 
change
Seen as 
unresponsive

Customer 
responsive
Open to new 
markets
Seen as evolving
Meeting new 
customer needs

Trying to be all 
things to all people
Not serving 
students well
Losing who we are
Moving into areas 
with no experience

Mapping the Polarity of
Mission and Market
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Group Exercise
Map out the polarity of
Stability & Change

Stability Change

Continuity
Loyalty
“Felt” job security
Avoid foolish risks
Know how to work
with each other

Stagnation
No new perspectives
No new challenges
Unwilling to take
risks

New energy
New challenges—
skills, knowledge, 
experiences
Willing to take 
risks

Chaos
Reduced loyalty
“Felt” job insecurity
Take foolish risks
Constant 
readjustment
to working 
relationships

Sample Map of
Stability & Change
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Why Overemphasizing One Pole Can be Problematic
The paradox is that those who are deeply afraid of the downside 
of change end up experiencing the downside of change. Their fear 
results in an overemphasis on stability and neglect of the need of 
the upside of change. The resulting stagnation, if experienced long 
enough, undermines loyalty as people wonder if the organization 
is really going anywhere.

There is felt job insecurity as people experience the lack of new 
perspectives and the lack of new challenges. Desperation can set 
in and people who had been unwilling to take risks end up taking 
foolish risks.         Barry Johnson

Group Exercise
Map out the Early
Warning Signs For Each Pole
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1. Identify the polarity—define the nature of the dilemma and the two poles to be 
managed.
2. Describe the whole polarity—create a polarity map and list the upside and 
downside of both poles.
3. Diagnose the quadrant that the school is in currently.
4. Identify who is crusading and what they are critical of and who is tradition 
bearing and what they are afraid of losing.
5. Predict and/or do some scenario building—Identify from where will the greatest 
resistance come and what will be the result for the school if one force triumphs over 
the other.
6. Prescribe guidelines for action—bring the groups together to refine the polarity 
map, discuss the consequences of falling into the downside of either polarity, and 
agree on guidelines for how the two forces will discuss and address the challenge.

Stages of Polarity Management

Some Closing 
Thoughts
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Move to A New Kind of Leadership

Leadership that is 
distributed and dynamic

“Leadership no longer involves only a few people who hold 
formal positions steering the company. Rather, leadership is 
a social process occurring within a team, department, or 
organization that results in those collectives creating 
direction, alignment, and commitment for a shared goal.” 

Leverage
Collaborations
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The Power of Questions: 
Catalytic Questioning
Step 1: Find a white board or flip chart where your team 
can do its question-centric work. 
Step 2: Pick a problem that your team cares about 
intellectually and emotionally.
Step 3: As disruptive innovators, from Albert Einstein to 
Jack Dorsey, put it, “Question everything!” Engage in pure 
question talk, with one team member writing down each 
question verbatim.
Step 4: Step back and decide which questions on your list 
seem most “catalytic,” or which ones hold the most 
potential for disrupting the status quo.

Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein


